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Evolution of Fermi Level Crossings versus H Coverage onWsss110ddd
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Two-dimensional Fermi contours of clean and hydrogen-induced surface electronic states
been systematically measured vs coverage of H on W(110) using angle-resolved photoemissio
observe a new pair of spin-orbit-interaction-split surface states, whose splitting grows systema
with hydrogen coverage and whose Fermi contours are strongly nested due to their opp
curvatures. Momentum-dependent electronic transitions between these states drive two pre
observed anomalous behaviors: The phonon anomalies alongGH andGS observed with inelastic helium
scattering and electron energy loss spectroscopy, and the shifted-upper-layer reconstruction obse
low-energy electron diffraction for coverages greater than 0.5 monolayer. [S0031-9007(98)0553

PACS numbers: 73.20.At, 63.20.Kr, 73.20.Mf
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Recently, the adsorption of hydrogen on W(110) has
ceived detailed attention due to a series of fascinating
perimental observations of both the static and dynami
properties of this system. First, anomalous phonon soft
ings have been observed using both helium atom scatte
(HAS) [1] and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EEL
[2,3]. Recent calculations [4–8] have suggested that th
are Kohn anomalies which result from strong coupling b
tween phonon and electron-hole pair excitations. This co
dition results when strong Fermi surface “nesting” creat
a one-dimensional-like singularity in the electronic scree
ing response [9]. These calculations, however, were
contradiction with experimental photoemission measu
ments [10], which predicted much larger nesting vecto
than could account for the HAS or EELS data. Se
ond, asymmetrical low-energy electron diffraction (LEED
patterns [11] suggested a dramatic surface reconstruct
with onset at a coverageuH ø 0.5 monolayers (ML), con-
sisting of a uniform lateral displacement of the uppermo
W layer along [̄110]. This was supported by measuremen
[12] which showed the low-coverage hydrogen diffusio
anisotropy to be lifted atuH  0.5 ML. Additional, al-
though less direct, evidence for a reconstruction com
from the observed discontinuities in the work function, su
face Fermi wave vector [10], and the W4f surface core
level shift [13] atuH ø 0.5 ML.

In this Letter, we examine whether these structur
changes—dynamic (phonon anomalies) and static (shif
layer reconstruction)—are driven by momentum trans
between phonons and electronic states at the Fermi le
The momentum dependence of these states over the
face Brillouin zone (SBZ) is determined systematically
a function ofuH and parallel momentumkjj using high-
energy and high-angular resolution photoemission sp
troscopy (ARPES). We infer that both types of structur
change are, in fact, driven by electronic transitions at t
Fermi level. Our experimental Fermi contour measur
ments are quantitatively and qualitatively in disagreeme
with recent calculations [4–8,14] as well as previous e
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periment [10]. This is due to an important effect, ne
glected in most theoretical treatments, namely, spin-orb
interaction, which splits the relevant surface state. Th
splitting increases systematically with hydrogen coverag
and fully reconciles the HAS and EELS phonon anoma
lies with ARPES, so that although the phonon soften
ing may still be a Kohn anomaly, the associated nestin
vector is not between the same states considered in
theoretical calculations. We also show that at critical cov
erageuc ø 0.6 ML, roughly the same coverage as for the
shifted layer reconstruction [11], the Fermi contours un
dergo a topological change. We propose the altered ele
tronic response at this critical coverage to be a possib
driving mechanism for this reconstruction.

A W(110) crystal was cleaned with techniques
described elsewhere [10]. Hydrogen coverage wa
calibrated according to the W4f surface core-level
shifts [13]. Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscop
was performedin situ near room temperature using
undulator-generated soft x rays at beam line 7 of th
Advanced Light Source [15]. The hemispherical electro
spectrometer’s axis and the photon beam were coplan
with and kept at fixed angles (90± and 30±, respectively)
to the sample’s polar rotation axissud. The angular reso-
lution was better than 0.75±, while the total instrumental
resolution was,100 meV. The resulting momentum
resolution (statistical error ink) of the measured Fermi
wave vectors was,0.02 Å21. Fermi contour maps were
obtained by fixing our detector’s energy window on the
Fermi level and rotating the sample. The systemat
error associated with using a finite energy window wa
only of the order0.02 Å21, the amount depending on
the rate of dispersion throughEF . This systematic error
always makes electron (hole) orbits look smaller (large
by roughly this radius. For qualitative observations
of Fermi surface topology, this systematic uncertaint
is unimportant. For quantitative measurements, th
Fermi crossings were always extrapolated from valenc
band spectra. Conversion of transitions with bindin
© 1998 The American Physical Society 2905
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energyE from emission angleu to k-space coordinates
was throughkjj  0.5124

p
hn 2 E 2 FW sinu, where

FW  5.9 eV. Surface states were distinguished fro
bulk states by checking the independence of their bind
energies withk', the affect on them by adsorbates, a
whether they exist within gaps in the projection of bu
states onto (110).

Figure 1 shows typical Fermi contour maps f
(a) clean, (b),0.5 ML, and (c) 1.0 ML hydrogen, for
hn  100.0 eV. Surface Fermi contours, highlighte
with lines as guides to the eye, are labeled with letters
those characteristic of bare W and which disappear w
increasing coverage, and with numbers for those wh
evolve topologically with coverage without disappearin
(The brightest features near the middles of these ima
are bulk transitions.) The data shown in Fig. 1 were a
quired for,1340 points over a 134± azimuthal sector and
symmetrized. For saturation coverage the measurem
was also carried out over a 270± sector, and the result wa
virtually identical to the mirror-symmetrized data, exce
for minor intensity variations due to the violation of stric
mirror-plane symmetry in our geometry. For these roo
temperature measurements, the surface H atoms for
disordered layer at coverages0 , uH , 1, accounting for
a reduced sharpness and an increased diffuse backgr
evident for intermediate coverages as in Fig. 1(b).

By comparing Figs. 1(a)–1(c), as well as by exam
ing data for intermediate coverages not presented here
come to some of the same qualitative conclusions rega
ing the Fermi contour evolution as do Gaylordet al. [10]:
(i) Orbits A C surroundingS, G, andN, respectively, are
quenched at 0.5 ML (highlighted as ellipses in Fig. 1) a
(ii) the surface Fermi contour (labeled 1) surrounding t
projection of the bulk electron jack expands, leading to
new closed, oval-shaped hole orbit surroundingS. Missed
in the previous experiment [10] and calculations [4,6–
ith
and
surface,
FIG. 1. Fermi photoelectron intensity for (a) clean, (b) 0.54 ML, and (c) 1 ML H on W(110), with surface orbits indicated w
lines as guides to the eye. OrbitsA C are associated with bare W atoms and disappear with increasing H coverage. Orbits 1
2 are present on the clean surface and evolve smoothly with hydrogen coverage. Orbit 3, perhaps barely seen for the clean
becomes monotonically stronger with H coverage.
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is a new surface resonance (labeled 2) which begins ve
close to the edge of the projected bulk states, and whi
becomes a proper surface state as it expands with hyd
gen coverage away from the bulk states. By saturatio
orbit 2 has expanded to the point where it appears simil
to orbit 1 of the clean surface. Even disregarding orbit 2
the previous experiment predicts a much smaller orbit
than here or in theory. Also missed in the previous ex
periment is the noticeable shrinkage of orbitsA C before
they have faded entirely, a point we will return to in the
second half of the paper. We ascribe these experimen
differences to systematic improvements implemented
the present study: (a) Electrons with a higher kinetic en
ergy as used here have simpler, free-electron final sta
and are also less susceptible to stray fields (perhaps
plaining the “egg-shaped” orbit 1 seen in Gaylordet al.),
and (b) we now probe many morek points owing to much
higher photon flux.

We now address quantitatively whether the phono
anomalies, observed at momentaQc1 along GH andQc2
alongGS in Fig. 1(c), are generated by electronic trans
tions. If these vectors span nested Fermi contours, th
these anomalies are of the Kohn type. Figure 2(a) show
valence band measurements (binding energy vs mome
tum) alongQc1; two sharp, parabolic surface bands which
cross the Fermi level are observed. From these crossin
three possible nesting vectors,Q11, Q12, andQ22 for transi-
tions between states1 $ 1, 1 $ 2, and2 $ 2, were accu-
rately determined as shown in the figure. These are to
compared withQc1  0.93 Å21 [1–3] determined from
the phonon measurements. Figure 2(b) shows the top
ogy of the related surface Fermi contours within the wedg
at the top of Fig. 1(c). (Apart from the surface states 1
3 indicated, the remaining bright intensity near the cent
and upper corners is due to unimportant bulk transitions
Figure 2(b) also shows calculated Fermi crossings fro
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FIG. 2. Photoelectron intensity for (a) valence band a
(b) Fermi level for the wedge shown in the upper part
Fig. 1(c). The spectra shown in (a) are acquired along t
dashed line in (b); the various coupling vectors inQij are
discussed in the text. The diamonds show the calculation fr
Ref. [6].

Kohler et al. [6] (diamonds); similar results have been ob
tained by others [4,5,8]. All of the calculations predic
only a single, closed orbit which lies somewhere betwe
our observed orbits 1 and 2, with those of Kohleret al. the
closest in size to orbit 1. Since the calculated orbits a
artificially larger than orbit 1, these authors find a nestin
vector between these orbits which is by chance in go
agreement withQc1. However, considering the reduce
size of orbit 1 we obtain experimentally, we conclude th
the Kohn anomaly is actually between the distinct surfa
bands1 $ 2; this conclusion is supported not only becau
of the better agreement betweenQ12 andQc1 but also for
the reasons discussed below.

The topology of the orbits in Fig. 2(b) is an impor
tant aspect of the Kohn anomaly. The greater the d
gree of nesting (i.e., parallelism of the orbits), the grea
the singularity in the electron-hole response function a
hence the stronger the Kohn anomaly. Transitions fro
1 $ 1 and2 $ 2 across the SBZ are between Fermi co
tours of opposite curvature; hence there should be o
weak singularities in the response function at the wa
vectors Q11 and Q22. On the other hand, the nestin
is enhanced for transition1 $ 2 since from one side to
the other of the SBZ, orbits 1 and 2 have parallel cu
vatures (orbits 1 and 2 on thesame side of the SBZ
form an hourglass locally near the dashed line), whi
can also cause an anomaly [16]. The resulting singular
in the response function is further enhanced by a fac
of 2 since there are two identical transitions. Therefo
we find considerably greater nesting for transition1 $ 2
than for the transition1 $ 1. Although we did not ana-
lyze the second anomaly [Qc2 in Fig. 1(c)] in as great
a detail, inspection of Fig. 1(c) shows that this trans
tion is also between orbits1 $ 2 rather than between
orbits1 $ 1.
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Why is orbit 2 missing from the calculations? Perhap
some interaction, not accounted for in the theory, split
the calculated orbit into the two orbits 1 and 2 see
in the experiment. The most likely possibility, already
predicted to split surface states on W(001) [17], is spin
orbit coupling, which was recently observed to spli
the sp-derived surface band in Au(111) [18]. Further
evidence that spin-orbit coupling or another relativistic
effect is involved is provided by similar measurement
for clean and hydrogen-saturated Mo(110), for which thi
effect should be less important. We have found no suc
splitting in that system [19], in agreement with theoretica
calculations for HyMo(110) [20]. A detailed theoretical
analysis discerning the relative spin ordering of orbit
1 and 2 would thus be very desirable, as would spin
resolved photoemission studies. That orbits 1 and 2 a
indeed spin-orbit split strengthens the argument that th
transition responsible for the Kohn anomaly must be1 $

2 and not1 $ 1 or 2 $ 2. The latter transitions would
necessitate a spin flip due to mirror-plane symmetry
and as the electron-phonon interaction does not coup
opposite spins, these transitions would be forbidden.

We now address whether the evolution of the Fermi con
tours with hydrogen coverageuH can be related to the pro-
posed rigid shift of the upper W layer at critical coverage
uc  0.5 ML [11]. Figure 3 presents a sequence of scan
taken within the wedge at the top of Fig. 1(a) for increas
ing hydrogen coverages0 # uH # 1 ML. We find that
somewhere between frames 3(c) and 3(d), orbit 1 chang
topology from two disconnected contours to a closed o
bit; therefore we assignuc to occur between frames 3(c)
and 3(d), so thatuc ø 0.60 6 0.05 ML. This coverage
also concides with the disappearance of the closed o
bits A C in Fig. 1(a), which is reasonable since atuH 
0.5 ML, each W atom is coordinated on the average t
one hydrogen atom, saturating the dangling bonds fro
which statesA C are derived. From the clean surface
3(a) to frame 3(c), orbitA shrinks while fading in inten-
sity. (A small residual intensity in the interior of orbitA
does not change with coverage and is attributed to ind
rect transitions at the bulkN point.) The shrinkage is
of similar origin as the evolution of orbits 1 and 2, but
in addition may also be due to charge transfer betwee
the bulk and/or regions that have H atoms to regions th
do not.

A possible electronic mechanism for the reconstructio
is therefore suggested [10]: At some critical coverageuc,
the electron orbit 1 in Fig. 1(a) contacts its equivalent orb
in the next SBZ, leading to a very long wavelengthqjj ! 0
electron density wave, which can be excited with little
or no energy cost. This density wave is coupled to th
lattice, which can relax with a rigid shift (corresponding to
a phonon withqjj ! 0). When the orbits merge, there is a
saddle point in the band structure atEF . Since the density
of states of a saddle point diverges logarithmically, thi
may also play a role in strengthening the density wave
interaction with the lattice.
2907
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uides to
FIG. 3. Experimental Fermi contours for the wedge shown in the upper part of Fig. 1(a) as a function of hydrogen co
from (a) clean through (e) saturated. The calibrated H coverages are indicated in ML. The white lines in (a) and (e) are g
the eye.
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There is some dispute as to whether surface reconstr
tion actually occurs. Calculations [4–6,21] show the su
face to be shifted by amounts much less than 0.1 Å. W
do not claim that the magnitude of the shift is larger tha
the calculated values. Rather, the shift represents a b
ken symmetry which, if indeed present, we propose
be related to a topological change in the Fermi contou
A recent, theoretical analysis shows that the earlier o
served LEED asymmetry [11] may be completely due
non-negligible scattering from hydrogen atoms, and n
underlying tungsten reconstruction [22]. A repetition o
the LEED experiment for higher beam energies (.60 eV
as used previously) for which hydrogen scattering cann
possibly play a role will settle this issue.

To summarize, we systematically measured the Fer
level crossings of W(110) as a function of hydroge
coverage from 0 to 1 ML. We concluded that two im
portant structural properties, namely, the rigid-shift su
face reconstruction proposed at 0.5 ML coverage and
Kohn anomalies observed near 1 ML, are consistent w
electron-phonon coupling atqjj  0 and qjj  Qc1 and
Qc2, respectively. Current theoretical calculations, whic
omit spin-orbit coupling, are unable to predict a second s
face state present for all coverages of hydrogen, which w
key to our interpretation of the Kohn anomalies. While ou
measurements also hint at a mechanism for shifted-la
reconstruction, much more theoretical work is needed.

We acknowledge discussions with P. Ruggerone a
J. W. Chung, and experimental assistance by K.
Jeong and J. D. Denlinger. This work was support
by the Department of Energy, and performed at th
Advanced Light Source. This work was supported b
the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of Bas
Energy Science, Materials Sciences Division, of the U.
Department of Energy, under Contract No. DE-AC03
76SF00098.
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